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Local Measurements of Correlated Momentum and Heat Transport in the TFTR Tokamak
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Simultaneous profile measurements of the toroidal rotation speed and ion temperature during unbal-
anced neutral-beam injection in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor show that the ion momentum and
thermal diffusivities are comparable in magnitude (gq= 1.5g;) and vary similarly with plasma current
and minor radius. The correlation of g& and g; is consistent with anomalous transport driven by collision-
less electrostatic microinstabilities including ion-temperature-gradient-driven modes (g; modes) and col-
lisionless trapped-electron modes.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Fi, 52.50.Gj, 52.55.Fa

The toroidal rotation speeds attained in tokamak plas-
mas during neutral-beam heating are universally ob-
served to be very small compared to predictions based on
calculated beam torques and classical perpendicular
viscosity. Many tokamaks have reported similar magni-
tudes for the global momentum and energy confinement
times, or similar scalings of these times with plasma con-
ditions. ' Measurements of the ion-temperature profile
on D-III and TFTR have revealed narrower profiles
than would be expected from neoclassical ion heat trans-
port, implying anomalous ion heat transport (g; »g;"").
These observations motivated an experimental study to
determine the correlation between local transport coeffi-
cients for momentum and thermal diA'usivity. There is

considerable theoretical interest in such correlations, be-
cause the ion-temperature-gradient-driven class of insta-
bilities (g; modes), which have been identified as poten-
tial candidates for explaining the rapid heat transport in

tokamaks, produce equal levels of ion heat and momen-
tum diffusivity (Z~ g;), as do all models of electrostat-
ic turbulence in which the ion response is hydrodynamic.
Moreover, very recent studies of collisionless trapped-
electron modes (CTEM) have indicated g~ =g; =g, .

In this Letter we discuss a transport analysis of rota-
tion and ion-temperature profiles on TFTR which indi-

cates a strong correlation between radial transport of
momentum and heat. The profile measurements were

performed at BT 4.8 T in a series of four neutral-beam
power scans (4.4-15 MW) at two values of plasma cur-
rent (1.1 and 1.7-1.8 MA) using either co- or counter-
only tangential neutral-beain injection (R„„-1.7-2.3
m). ln addition, a toroidal-field scan was performed for

1.0 MA at BT 2.9, 3.8, and 4.8 T using separately
7 MW of co-beam power and 12 MW of counter-beam
power. The ion-temperature and toroidal-rotation-speed
measurements were obtained by charge-exchange recom-
bination spectroscopy with 5-cm spatial resolution, when

the plasma density and stored energy had reached quasi-
steady state (N, /N, ~ 1.5 sec, and Wt,&/W„, ~ 1.2 sec).
Deuterium-neutral-beam injection (E;„,= 105 keV) into

deuterium target plasmas was utilized in all discharges,
with the plasma resting against a low-recycling inner
bumper limiter (R 2.45 m, and a 0.79 m).

During co-injection, high central ion temperatures
[T;(0)~ 23 keV] and rotation speeds [U~(0) & 5.7&&10

m/s] were achieved at modest plasma densities [n,
(1.0-2.8) x 10' m 3]. The electron-density peaked-

ness [F„,—=n, (0)/(n, )] ranged from 1.7 to 2.0, placing it
roughly between typical L-mode and Supershot values.
During co-injection, the global energy confinement times
from magnetic measurements of the total stored energy
gave r~/rg™~cranging from 1.1 to 1.7, where r~™~eis
the expected L-mode confinement time from Ref. 9 mul-
tiplied by 1.20 to account for species scaling. Counter-
injection consistently yielded higher plasma densities (by
10%-37%), but lower central ion temperatures and rota-
tion speeds (by up to a factor of 2), and -20% lower rE.
The density-profile peakedness was either the same or
only modestly lower (hF„, ~ 0.1) during counter-injec-
tion, in contrast to results reported by ASDEX with
counter-injection. ' One characteristic feature of all the
discharges in this experiment was the substantial contri-
bution by unthermalized beam ions to the plasma density
[n~„,(0)/n, (0) 0.10-0.40], stored momentum (L f i/
L $ $ 0.50-0.75 ), and stored energy (W't„,/lY„,

0.40-0.70).
The particle, momentum, and energy transport in

these plasmas have been analyzed using the 1D steady-
state transport analysis code SNAP based on the experi-
mentally measured density, velocity, and temperature
profiles. T, (r) was measured by electron-cyclotron
emission and n, (r, r ) by a ten-channel infared inter-
ferometer. The ion depletion was calculated using
tangential visible-bremsstrahlung measurements for Z, ff

( 2.8-4.3) and x-ray spectroscopic measurements of
metallic concentrations [Z,tr(metals) 0.2-1.1], assum-

ing Z, ff to be flat across the plasma cross section, con-
sistent with preliminary measurements. Edge hydro-
genic-neutral influx was inferred ' ' from measurements
of an array of absolutely calibrated H detectors. The
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calculated beam deposition in the SNAP code includes
ionization and charge-exchange processes by thermal
ions and electrons, as well as by the slowing-down
beam-ion population. The beam-ion distribution func-
tion was calculated from a solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation in the rotating plasma frame, ' neglecting radi-
al diffusion, consistent with experimental observations at
low power. '

The particle, momentum, and energy transport are an-
alyzed assuming that the radial transport mechanisms
are cross field diffusion, represented by anomalous dif-
fusivities D„g~, g;, and g„radial convection due to par-
ticle flows, and charge-exchange losses, which are impor-
tant for the ion power balance near the edge;

Q;= —g; gn, VT;+ —,
' I;T;—= —g,' gn, VT;,

3 efTQe: ZeneVTe+ 2 I e Te —= Xe &eVTe

y—= —
gI, gnjmj Vv~+1;(mp)v~

I,= —D,Vn, ,

where Q, and Q, are the total ion and electron heat flux,
I; and I, are the ion and electron particle flux (I; is as-
sumed hydrogenic with average mass (m[I)), pl repre-
sents a sum over all ion species including impurities, y is
the radial flux of toroidal momentum, and g,', g,', and

g~ are "effective" diffusivities which include both the
convective and conductive fluxes. This analysis neglects
pinch effects and off-diagonal terms, as well as local
damping due to toroidal field ripple (which is negligible
for TFTR conditions).

Ion heat convection is the dominant core transport
mechanism during balanced and co-tangential injection
into low-recycling plasmas, which precludes a meaning-
ful calculation of g; in this region (although g,' is still
well determined). Heat conduction becomes the dom-
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inant loss channel outside this core, so the difference be-
tween g,' and g; (and g,' and g, ) is less than 50% for
r/a ~ 0.4. By contrast, the contribution of convection to
the momentum balance is small throughout the plasma,
so g~ differs from g~ by less than 20% for r/a ~ 0.2 in

all discharges. Figure 2(a) illustrates the radial depen-
dence of g~, g,', and g,' for the discharge shown in Fig.
1. There is a striking correlation between the momen-
tum and thermal diffusivities both in magnitude and in

their variation with minor radius. To establish error bars
on the computed diffusivities, an ensemble of 100 trans-
port analyses was performed, using the measured profiles
[v&(R), T;(R), T, (R), and n, (R)] and other input data
(Z, Ir, Pb, etc.) simultaneously varied within their ranges
of uncertainty by Monte Carlo sampling a Gaussian dis-
tribution for both statistical and systematic errors. The
error bars shown in Fig. 2 encompass 90% of the calcu-
lated diffusivity values. Velocity profiles calculated on
the basis of @~ex:g,' (r) and the measured density profile
and the calculated torque deposition profile reproduce
the measured velocity profiles quite well (Fig. I); for
g~(r) I.lx,' (r), vt, „I,(r/a 0.2) is within ~ 30% of
the measured velocity for all other discharges in the ex-
periment.

The correlation between g&, g,', and g,' over a wider
range of plasma conditions is illustrated in Fig. 3, which
shows the inferred diffusivities for all discharges in the
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FIG. 1. Measured plasma profiles during co-injection at
Pb 11.6 M%'. The solid line in the I. i(R) plot represents the
calculated velocity profile assuming g~ 1.5g,' .
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(a} Experimentally determined particle diff'usivity,
and eff'ective momentum and thermal diffusivities for the dis-
charge shown in Fig. 1. The solid symbols on the curves for g,'
and g,' show the corresponding values of g, and g, (g& g&
within —10%). Also shown are the theoretical g& ( g;) from
Mattor and Diamond (Ref. 5) (labeled g ), and the g, from
toroidal g, analysis of Biglari, Diamond, and Rosenbluth (Ref.
14} (labeled g ). (b) Comparison of measured TI,

'" with the
theoretical estimates g,"' and g,"'" .
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F&G. 3. Measured effective thermal and momentum dif'-

fusivities for all discharges in the experiment in the region
0.3 ~ r/a ~ 0.8.
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FIG. 4. Measured g,'" plotted as a function of threshold
gR' for marginal stability of g, modes in the region 0.3
~r/a~0. 8. ri,

"' does not incorporate potentially important
effects associated with the large fast-ion population in these
plasm as.

region r/a 0.3-0.8. The data shown in Fig. 3 are con-
strained by the requirements (a) n;/n, ~ 0.3; (b) minor
radius more than 10 cm beyond sawtooth-inversion ra-
dius; and (c) radiated power less than 50% of total power
delivered to electrons. Note that while the plasma condi-
tions n„T„T;,and v~ vary by factors of 4-13 across the
data set, the ratios of local diffusivities (and "effective
diffusivities") remain relatively constant: g~/g; 0.7-
2.0, g;/g, 0.8-2.5, g~/g, 1.2-3.1, and g, /D, 2.5-
9.0, where the quoted limits encompass -95% of the
data.

Most of the factor —10 variation in g&, g;, and g,
shown in Fig. 3 is due to their strong dependences on
minor radius; at fixed radius (r/a 0.5) they each
change less than a factor of 2.5 across the entire data set.
Comparing discharges where only one controllable pa-
rameter (I~, BT, Pb, or beam direction) was changed, we

find variations in g&, g„and g; comparable to or less
than their estimated uncertainties of 20%-50%. This es-
tablishes that none of the local diffusivities are strongly
dependent on these global parameters, but also precludes
a precise comparison of their scaling. Nevertheless,
three qualitative trends have been identified from exam-
ining the diffusivity data at r/a 0.5 and from power-
law regression fits to the data in the region r/a 0.3-0.8:
(1) g&, g;, and g, are weakly or vanishingly dependent on

8&, (2) g~ and g; decrease weakly with current (hg
—15% to —40% as I~ increases from 1.0 to 1.8 MA);

and (3) g~, g;, and g, increase strongly with minor ra-
dius. The power-law regression for

p0.23I 0.59' 0.16( / ) 1.22
gp gp p b p T

(C~ 1.0 for co-injection and 1.15 for counter-injection)
reproduces all of measured values of g~ in Fig. 3 within
~ 25%.

A comparison of the measured diAusivities and scale
lengths with predictions of q;-mode theory is seriously

compromised by the significant fast-ion population in

these plasmas, which presumably affects both the stabili-
ty threshold for r); modes (and for CTEM modes) and
their saturated turbulence levels, but which is not yet in-

cluded in theoretical models. The large fast-ion popula-
tion coupled with moderate Z,p yields small ratios of
n "/n, ( 0.1-0.5 at the plasma center) and correspond-
ingly a large uncertainty in the radial profiles of thermal
ion density, which are typically calculated to be flat or
inverted over most of the plasma cross section despite
peaked n, (r) profiles. Accordingly, we adopt a coarse
view by including fast ions in the definition of g;, g,'"
=dlnT;/din(n "+nb). Figure 2(a) compares the mea-
sured g~ and g,' to two standard theoretical models '
of ion-temperature-gradient-driven transport. Inside r/a

0.7, the theoretical diffusivities are considerably larger
than the experimental values. The potential strength of
g; transport therefore suggests that the observed profiles
might be regulated by marginal stability, ' which would

impose rl; = rl, on the plasmas by rapidly relaxing T; (R)
whenever the threshold g, was temporarily exceeded.

The gradient scale lengths in these plasmas span the
ranges L,. (=81nv/8lnr) 0.1-0.6 m, Lr, 0.2-0.6 m,
L„[=8ln(n "+n6)/BlnrI 0.3-1.2 m, and ri;"' 0.8-
4.5. Figure 2(b) shows two theoretical estimates of the
threshold g, by Romanelli' and by Hahm and Tang'
which are within a factor of 2 of the measured g,'".
There is considerable scatter in a plot of g,'" vs g,"'
(Fig. 4) for all the discharges in the experiment, span-
ning a factor of 2 in g,'" for fixed g, . The data of Fig. 4
are nevertheless suggestive of a correlation between g,"'
and g,"'. In particular, the highest and lowest g,'" corre-
spond to the highest and lowest q,"', and —98% of the
measured values of g,'" lie within one error "box" of the
line g,'" 1.2g,"' .
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In summary, by simultaneously measuring vt, (R ),
T;(R), T, (R), and n, (R) during strong unidirectional
beam injection on TFTR, we have demonstrated a strong
correlation between the radial transport of momentum
and heat in low-recycling plasmas. The measured ratios
of gtfg; and g, j2; are in reasonable agreement with pre-
dictions based on theoretical models of electrostatic tur-
bulence. The observed gradient scale lengths for T; and

g,'" are roughly those expected for a plasma at marginal
stability to strong g;-mode transport, although it must be
stressed that the theory has not yet addressed potentially
important effects of a suprathermal ion population which
is large in the plasma regime studied here (leading to
significant fast-ion contributions to total plasma energy
and momentum, and low n "/n, ). These results provide
some experimental basis for the supposition that col-
lisionless electrostatic microinstabilities (ri; modes or
CTEM modes) are the dominant mechanism for heat
and momentum transport in these plamas.
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